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You are here!

Buffer Zone

The buffer zone adjacent to Skidån are divided into 5 different areas due 
to different conditions regarding the forest age, tre species and diversity 
of the trees.

In two of the areas no harvesting has been done. In these areas the trees are
of different species and different ages. Next to these areas there are a biotope 
requiring special consideration. It is an older forest with hanging lichens that will
not be harvested due to high natural values.

TIn two of the buffer zones selective felling has been done. In one of the areas 
70! of the biggest coniferous have been felled and in the other 30%.
The purpose of the selective felling is to exemplify that it is possible to improve 
the buffer zones conservation values over time.

There is also a culture heritage site, a timber floating facility, by Skidån. All 
trees standing on the sites have been felled so the site will not be damaged if 
a tree falls.

 
Discharge areas
Discharge areas are characterised by groundwater seeping up into or 
close to the surface of the ground. The vegetation in these areas are 
often dominated by marsh-mosses and other moisture loving vegetation.

The main rule in these places is to not harvest here because the risk of 
tracks and damage to teh watercourse is increased.

Biotopes requiring special consideration
In the older forest dominated by spruce with hanging lichens, 

there are trees older than 200 years. The best alternative for 
conserving biodiversity in this forest is to allow it to develop freely.

Planning harvesting

The map describes how the harvesting has been planned 
to avoid tracks and rutting that may damage the soil.
The main hauling roads have been planned where the ground 
has the best carrying capacity. Stems and branches from felling 
are put on the road to reduce tracks. To avoid damage to the 
water a solid bridge has been built over Skidån and simpler

bridges have been built over ditches. The bridges will be 
left and can be used when scarifing.

The illustration shows that neither the harvester nor 
the skidder have been driving in the buffer zone to 
prevent damage to the soil and water. By using the 
full length of the boom of both machines the skidder 
doesn’t have to drive in the buffer zone to pick up 
the stems. 

Bufferzone adjacent to 
water 

It’s always important to leave a 
functional buffer zone when 
harvesting close to watercourses.  
The buffer zone helps to preserve 
biodiversity and also the quality of 
the water. 

Whether a buffer zone is regarded 
to be functional depends on the 
structure of the forest and ground 
conditions. Light, moisture, fertility 
and soil depth vary from the 
surroundings. 

In front of you, you have an example of a well 
planned harvest. Forest debris have been put on 
the ground in front of the harvester so there will be 
no tracks and damage to the ground. The harvester 
have used the full length of the boom so the 
skidder can pick up the logs from the main hauling 
road. 
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